
Dr. Jacquie’s meteoric rise in the relationship and marriage space has deemed her America's Marriage 

Coach. Her magnetic appeal captures audiences with her practical solutions to relatable issues. Dr. 

Jacquie’s mantra derives from the idea that the foundation of any society starts in the individual homes 

of people. Dr. Jacquie is regularly featured on morning shows and News segments on networks like Fox, 

KTLA, CNN, GWN, Hallmark ABC and NBC affiliates, TV One Bravo and Huffington Post.   

For the past 20 years the doctor has evangelized couples everywhere with her philosophy of the seven 

pillars of compatibility. She has engineered a host of tools to cultivate the skills for healthy relationships 

and marriage: Curricula, The Marriage University and Best Marriage Keys; the Compatibility Quiz,  

Dr. Del Rosario’s other body of work stems from ReCapturing the Vision, a globally recognized nonprofit 

that she founded that is dedicated to breaking the generational cycles that handicap low income 

children and families. She has designed programs that affect youth and families and has authored 12 

curricula that are used in schools around the country. ReCapturing the Vision’s programs steadily propel 

empowerment and educational reform. Dr. Jacquie has been twice invited to the white house, worked 

on public policy and provided congressional testimony. As a participant on The White House National 

Advisory Panel she helped shape national standards for teen pregnancy prevention programs. She has 

lobbied on the Hill and presented at a host of national conferences and trainings.  

As an educator, author, advocate, counselor and visionary, Dr. Jacquie holds a Bachelor of Science in 

Psychology, a master’s and Doctorate in Education, with an emphasis on conflict resolution an 

curriculum development. These skills have helped her shape the tools that have effected change in both 

areas of her work. She continues to light a path towards an enriched life and resides in Miami, FL with 

her husband of over 25 years and two sons. 


